In Fig. 2 of main text, we have illustrated that when both bands are partially occupied, the true pairings depend strongly on the competition between the interband FFLO and intraband BCS pairings. Moreover, the spin-polarized angles θ ± are essential for describing the true pairings. In this supplementary material, we give the following supporting conclusions:
• The corresponding Fermi surface energies also provide an important evidence that both bands are partially occupied. The Fermi surface energies are calculated by ε F+ = −2t cos(k 2 ) + √ 4λ 2 sin 2 (k 2 ) + h 2 , (S3)
where cos(k 1 ) + cos(k 2 ) = 0 and sin 2 (k 1 ) = sin 2 (k 2 ). In this case, we immediately find that
The calculated Fermi surface energies are presented in Table SI and Fig. S1 .
A possible question regarding these observations is that why we have four Fermi points (±k 1 and ±k 2 ) or two Fermi surfaces (ε F+ and ε F− ), although we just have one chemical potential. The reason is given as follows. Without the many-body interaction, all quantum states are occupied, when their energy is smaller than the chemical potential µ.
That is, the four Fermi points should have the same energy. In this case, the spin imbalance may be very big for a large Zeeman splitting. This picture is totally modified for a strong attractive interaction U , which favors molecular bound state |↑ ↓⟩ i , due to the on-site attractive interaction U n i↑ n i↓ . Imagining that U → −∞, then the ground state should be fully balanced, since all atoms with spin up form pairing with another atom with spin down, that is, m = 0.
The price we have to pay is that we need four different Fermi points. This is exactly the basic idea in Fig. 2 of main text for a finite negative U . It is also important to see that even in the presence of SOC and Zeeman field, Q is still an implicit function of U . This is a basic conclusion obtained in previous literatures and it still holds here. Fig. 12 of main text, where λ is the SOC strength, h is the Zeeman field, m is the population imbalance from the state-of-the-art DMRG calculations, k1 and k2 are the momenta of the Fermi points predicted from Eq. (10) of main text, Q = |k1 − k2|, θ± are the spin-polarized angles, and εF± are the Fermi surface energies at the Fermi points. All the energies are in unit of t, while the momenta are in unit of 1/a, where a = 1 is the lattice spacing. U/t = −4 and L = 60. Q = 0.000 in the sixth column means that the system is located at the BCS phase, although k1 − k2 ̸ = 0. In the last column, FIG. S1: (Color online). Band structure and filled regime for the different SOC strengths, when h/t = 1.5, U/t = −4, and n = 1. In this plot, m(λ) is obtained directly from the state-of-the-art DMRG calculations. All the corresponding data are tabulated in Table SI for reference. 
